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Abstract

Android is the biggest and fastest growing mobile operating system and on top of it all it's based on Linux. But even besides this fact support for devices running it as well as its development on Linux, Android's “home” platform is far from ideal. It's important to note that Linux is fully and officially supported by Google (its parent company) and Open Handset Alliance providing all the necessary tools and necessary documentation.

However there's a gap in this whole process, gap which constrains Android users or/and developers to complete this whole process in a error free and semi-automated manner by selecting which component they would you like to have installed and fully working with a single hit of a button. There are legions of Android users/developers who are experts in Android systems without much or any expertise in Linux, individuals who are using Linux strictly because it makes their business or home use much less expensive, more secure, reliable and other factors which Linux provides. With more and more of Linux distributions becoming oriented to new users to even a degree of this factor becoming a trend, it's important that these individuals have tools which will enable them to work on things they are experts at in out of the box solutions without fiddling with any of Linux internals or having a need to configuring anything.

Thus, the goal of this project is to make an installer which will seamlessly implement and integrate Android SDK as well as its components without its end user having to do anything but install the package and give their answers when prompted. Installer isn't designed to be strictly developer oriented and should provide some features from which even a regular user can benefit from.

At the time of writing this paper I successfully completed first version of an installer “android-sdk-linux” version 0.1 (Appendix: android-sdk-installer)
Installer itself consists of few parts which are:

- Installation and configuration (implementation and integration) of Android SDK (Software Development Kit) into Debian Linux
- Installation and configuration of ADT (Android Developers Tool) plug-in for Eclipse IDE
- Ability to install hardware device support for all Android devices
- Extra features such as adding support for MTP (Media Transfer Protocol)
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Chapter 1

What is Android?

Android is Linux based operating system with primary focus on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, even though Android has proven its uses in many other devices such as TV’s (Google TV). It is also speculated that this focus might change to netbook and notebook market with upcoming version of Android v5.0 codename: “Jelly Bean”.

Android Inc. was founded in October 2003 in Palo Alto, California with Andy Rubin in the lead along with Chris White, Rich Miner and Nick Sears with most of them coming from companies related to communications and telephony. Their main mission was to developer a “smarter” mobile device, along with mostly keeping their work under seal of secrecy, except the fact that they were working on developing software for mobile devices. Later on in August, 2005 Android Inc. was acquired by Google Inc, becoming one of its subsidiaries, again with most of its work remaining under the veal of secrecy even though many speculated that Google was preparing to enter mobile phone market.

Beginning of November 2007, Open Handset Alliance was formed; a consortium which consisted of several big companies such as Google, Intel, Samsung, HTC, Motorola, Nvidia and T-Mobile just to name a few. Couple of days later Android 1.0 beta was released. It was a new mobile operating system developed by Google and Open Handset Alliance, which wasn't released for any particular phone and it was mainly embraced and further researched by the developer community. It was released under Open Source license (Apache Software License, 2.0) which is lead by “Android Open Source Project (AOSP)” which is assigned for its development and maintenance. For the further reference, it may be worth nothing that first version of Apple iPhone along with first version of iOS was released in the
summer of 2007.

Following year Open Handset Alliance was joined by another dozen of leading companies in technology and mobile communication fields, today consortium numbers 84 companies. And it wasn't until this year (2008) that Android v1.0 was released, which was its truly first milestone and which was released on Android's first device “HTC Dream (G1)”, same was done with Android v1.1 which was released in beginning of 2009 and was initially released for a single device (T-Mobile G1).

However it wasn't until beginning of April in 2009, that Android started giving their new releases codenames based on dessert names following alphabetical order, it wasn't until Android 1.5 “Cupcake” that Android started spreading to number of devices and manufacturers and thus allowing Android to slowly enter mainstream when it comes to market share.

To give you a solid comparison, strategy of open standards and open source gave Google an immense comparative advantage in terms to its main competitor Apple, unlike iPhone which was tailored for a single device and single maker with closed source operating system. Android was embraced by number of leading mobile device makers, allowing them to easily customize their own version of the operating system their device is running on. Thus in the end allowing Android to appear in many shapes and forms.

In very short period of time, Android became one of the fastest growing operating systems for mobile devices, according to Google's Senior Vice President of Mobile Andy Rubin to this date there are more than 300 million activated devices with around 700.000 devices being activated each day in 137 countries and regions. It has more than 500.000 applications being available for the same platform with over 10 billion downloads.

These numbers lead to very enviable numbers when it came to market share as well,
according to latest information it is believed that Android has topped 50% market share, with iPhone lagging behind with 30.2%, RIM's Blackberry with 13.4% leaving Microsoft's Windows Phone with only 3.9%.

**What is Debian Linux?**

Debian Linux is one of the oldest (18+ years) and most influential Linux distributions with more than 120 active derivatives, one of them being Ubuntu which is currently by far the most popular Linux distribution. It has more than 30,000 official software packages spreading over 11 computer architectures.

Debian was born on August 16th 1993 and was announced by its creator Ian Murdock; name was made out his (then) girlfriend Debra and his first name Ian: Deb + Ian. Followed by distributions release Ian also released the Debian Manifesto which outline the new operating system as well as his intentions along with the fact that it was of an open manner released in spirit of GNU/Linux, thus to this date you can still see Debian name being written in “Debian GNU/Linux” form. Before release of Debian only Linux distribution which consisted of compiled various software packages was SLS (Softlanding Linux System) which was poorly maintained and had numerous bugs. Distribution that was later on born from SLS is also one of the oldest active Linux distributions today, Slackware. Due to the way it was announced and in accordance to its manifesto soon after it was released Debian was picked up by the community and many other developers and it is believed Debian is the first community based Linux distribution.

It is well known for its strict adherence to philosophy of Unix and Free Software, besides Linux kernel there is a port to FreeBSD kernel with standard set of Debian packages named “Debian GNU/kFreeBSD”. Debian is available in more than 65 languages and also
consists of more than 10 available desktop environments to choose from with GNOME being the default one.

Another interesting thing about Debian is that it's made by more than a thousands of volunteers and is being supported by couple of nonprofit organizations, one of the most notable ones being the SPI (Software in Public Interest) thus it may be openly said Debian organization is completely decentralized in its organizational structure and all the work is done “online” (remotely) by developers coming from all parts of the world.

Once a year, developers meet in person on a conference called “DebConf” to discuss how to resolve current issues and to discuss their plans for future Debian releases, these conferences are sponsored by one of the biggest and leading companies in world today such as Google, HP, Intel and et cetera, it's also important to note that a lot of Debian developers work in those same companies. Author of this text was an event organizer, local team founder and leader of last DebConf11 which after locations such as New York City, Edinburgh, Helsinki, Toronto and others, conference was held in Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Interesting details regarding Debian is also cost of its development, since it's all done by volunteers it can be and is labeled as free but if we use a COCOMO model to calculate its development as of February 2012 production costs for Debian Wheezy (current version it’s...
being worked on) it would cost ~19 billion US dollars, with each upstream source code author worth an average of ~1.1 million US dollars. Interesting detail because the production cost of 19$ billion is given to the community by the price tag of “free”.

Its development procedure model is a very unique one and is widespread within other projects as well. Where project distribution can be found in couple of repositories, such as: “experimental”, “unstable”, “testing” and “stable”. But is generally divided into three main branches: stable, testing and unstable.

With experimental and unstable usually being almost the exact versions released by their upstream authors. However experimental is being periodically used and is mostly used for purely experimental purposes. While unstable codename “Sid” is mainly used by Debian developers and users who want the latest “bleeding edge” software, needless to say this software is prone to bugs and problems. Although many argue that Unstable doesn't deserve its name as even in this state it's known to be more stable than most of the other “stable” distribution releases out there. After software has been thoroughly tested or none of the bugs have been detected within 2 weeks it's automatically pushed into Testing which as the name says is mostly used for testing purposes and even though it's labeled as testing this is stable software and it's important to note that Testing is what's about to become next Stable release. Stable is mostly used on servers and business environment, and more conservative users who prefer stability and security over all other factors.

Unlike many other distributions Debian Stable is released every couple of years, in its past this cycle was pretty irregular ranging from one to three years, however with release of Debian 6 codename: Squeeze it was announced that Debian Stable will be released within two year cycle, this will not only enable developers to better plan their application development and deployment but also enable its users to be able to better plan and prepare for the upgrade
procedure. Even though it's not backed by any parent company Debian Stable release is officially supported and will be receiving security updates (Debian's security policy also states this) for one year after the next stable release. That means after new stable is released, old stable becomes “Old Stable” and is still supported for at another year giving it approximately a support up to 3+ years.

Debian codenames have been named after “Toy Story” movie characters with each of them changing with each Stable release, while Sid (Unstable) remains to be the same character and perfectly portrays the state of that distribution as in the movie Sid is the mean kid that likes to cause havoc and break all the toys.

There is another experimental distribution within Debian which isn't even officially supported, Debian CUT (Constantly Usable Testing). This is Debian's version of “Rolling Release”, concept which has been accepted by couple of new Linux distributions and is being tested by many others. Author of this paper has published an article “Debian CUT, a new rolling release?” for those who are interested in one such topic.

It is this abundance of features and options that make Debian a perfect platform for devices ranging from airplanes, supercomputers, servers, phones to notebooks and makes a perfect base to make and tailor your own Linux distribution.

**Explain difference between Android and Debian**

One may say since they are both Linux based platforms/systems theoretically they could be seen as the same but in reality there are vast differences. For example Debian is developer by thousands of volunteers while Android is developed by Open Handset Alliance (which is lead by Google) and Google itself. While Debian supports 11 different computer architectures, currently Android officially supports only one, ARM. There are projects which
are providing x86 support and apparently current Google TV uses x86 architecture, Intel has also announced they will be entering this market with their new sets of chips as they plan to introduce x86 architecture for Android based phones. Projects like Android-x86 have released unofficial ports of Android to x86 architecture for a limited number of devices.

Android doesn't have X Window System which is used to provide support for graphical user interfaces (GUI) and is used by all Linux distributions that have GUI capabilities. Another major distinction is that Android doesn't support the full set of GNU libraries, again something that's used by most modern Linux distributions. Thus generally put, structurally these two are completely different systems from almost every possible aspect and one thing they definitely have in common in its verbatim form is Linux kernel.

**Android gets merged with Linux kernel main tree**

Since its inception, Android, even though Linux in its heart meaning it was based on Linux main kernel tree was dropped out of it, due to many disagreements between Linux kernel tree maintainers and Android kernel maintainers. These were mostly based on the facts that Android was developed at a very fast rate and changes that were made to original Linux kernel weren't being pushed back, and by some opinions because Google lacked personnel to address this particular issue. Changes that were made on Android kernel which were pushed back to Linux main tree weren't updated and were left neglected or were simply completely abandoned.

Thus for years, even though at its base same operating systems it could be said these two were developed in separate manner. There were even speculations that Linux Foundation may sue Google due to Gnu General Public License violation, of course these claims and rumors were debunked by Linus himself in the fall of 2011 when he stated: “there’s still a lot
of merger to be done ... eventually Android and Linux would come back to a common kernel, but it will probably not be for four to five years.”

However just couple of months after this announcement was made at 2011 Kernel Summit in Prague it was announced that Android kernel tree will be merged into mainline Linux kernel tree, “Android Mainlining Project” was created with aim to help with the merger process.

Of course, both systems will greatly benefit from one such merger but aspects I think could especially benefit from one such merger are Linux distributions. When I say this I'm strictly referring to Android’s “low memory killer” feature which in my opinion is revolutionary approach to application management. On Android you never quit from applications as you do on all other operating systems, meaning Android applications never exit, instead when you switch to other application or process application you previously used remains saved and stored in memory in an inactive state. Application remain in one such state until device becomes low on space when a special mechanism decides which application to kill in order to free up memory without affecting system where same one is not being used.

When I was first greeted with this approach the first thing that crossed my mind is “image how one such mechanism” would benefit desktop or notebook computers. Of course it's needless to say how one such approach benefits user experience and with upcoming Linux 3.4 release date behind the corner implementation of one such mechanism into Linux distributions is becoming a reality.

Android SDK

Android SDK (Software Development Kit) is a extensive set of development tools which allow you to develop and publish applications for the same platform. Some of these
include AVG Manager (android), Android Debug Bridge (adb), Dalvik Debug Monitor (ddms), Android Emulator (emulator), various libraries along with diverse selection of tutorials, documentation and sample code. Besides Linux other platforms that are supported are Mac OS X and Windows.

Also worth mentioning is Android Development Tools (ADT) Eclipse IDE plug-in; with Eclipse IDE being one of the most popular and used IDE's (Integrated Development Environment) for Java development. ADT plug-in extends Eclipse IDE capabilities by allowing developers to quickly create new Android projects, as well as create/modify/build/debug their applications in Java and XML files rather than rely on using command line tools to achieve the same purpose. Among many other things it also provides a graphical layout editor which allows developers to create application UI (user interface) using a simple drag and drop interface.
Chapter 2

State of Android SDK installation procedure on (Debian) Linux

You could say that Android SDK installation procedure isn't done in automatic manner on any of today’s leading operating systems (Linux, Mac OS X and Windows). However on Mac OS X and Windows this installation procedure is done in a somewhat user friendlier environment while Linux lacks one such procedure which is mostly due to the environment itself rather than the installation procedure of the components itself.

If we are talking about regular or even freshly installed Debian machine, even before getting to part of installing Android SDK we should install a set of prerequisite software such as: “openjdk-6-jdk” which is OpenJDK Development Kit and is a open source and free implementation of Java programming language. This is standard for Java related things on Debian, even though we could also use Oracle Java JDK package whose official support has been dropped by Debian even from the “non-free” repositories.

It's also important noting we could also go with “openjdk-7-jdk” package, a latest major Java 7 update which was released in the end of 2011, but since version 6 is still the official Java version in Debian we'll be relying on this version. Moving to version 7 could be planned for some of the future versions. Another mandatory package which is required to install is “eclipse” which consists of Eclipse IDE, an Extensible Tool Platform and Java IDE. Also please note that up until this point installation procedure doesn't differ much then on the other operating systems we've mentioned.
In case user is running a 64 bit architecture system he must install “ia32-libs” a package which contains runtime libraries for the ia32/i386 architecture configured and ported for use on 64 bit Debian kernels such amd64 or ia64. Simply put this package allows you to run 32 bit applications on a 64 bit platform. Another package a 64 bit user should install is “lib32stdc++6” which contains additional GNU Standard runtime library for C++ programs that were built with GNU compiler (GCC).

Optional list of additional applications that could be installed are:

- git - popular version control system designed to handle very large projects and efficiency (fast, scalable, distributed revision control system)
- ant - Java based build tool like make
- libxml2 - GNOME XML library
- libxml2-dev - Development files for the GNOME XML library

Next step would be to download Android SDK package from official Google Android Developers website and unzip it, once uncompressed Android SDK will provide us with a new “android-sdk-linux” directory, hypothetically speaking if this directory is located in our $HOME directory; on Linux /home directory is place where every user keeps its own private data, and every user gets its own space under /home directory depending on their username.

So let’s say our user “John Doe” has username which is “johndoe”, under Linux filesystem $HOME directory for user “johndoe” will point to /home/johndoe. $HOME is a symbolic link to current user’s home directory. In order for “johndoe” to run “android” command instead of having to specify full path to where that application resides we'll have to add $HOME/android-sdk-linux/tools and $HOME/android-sdk-linux/platforms directories to our PATH
• PATH is environmental variable that tells shell which directories to search for executable files in response to commands issued by a user.

• .profile can contain a series of commands or settings that bash allows you to executes automatically once the user logs in. We added this to /etc/profile.d/ which is system wide profile for Bourne compatible shells including bash.

Besides user having to know the location of all the files he needs to edit, and have a general knowledge of tools he needs to use. To demonstrate how exhausting this whole process was before “android-sdk-linux” we'll demonstrate how this procedure was done manually:

• We will simply add this with our favorite text editor, in this case I'll use “vim”
  
  `vim .profile`

• add following to the end of the file:

  `# android sdk`

  `PATH="$HOME/android-sdk-linux/tools:$HOME/android-sdk-linux/platform-tools:$PATH"`

• First line is a comment which tells me what the line after it does, while the second line adds executable files from following directories to be run in shell without providing its full location.

• To make changes effective without logging out and logging in run:

  `export PATH="$HOME/android-sdk-linux/tools:$HOME/android-sdk-linux/platform-tools:$PATH"`
This will allow us to run "android" (Android SDK and AVD Manager) (which is located in $HOME/android-sdk-linux/tools/android from shell directly instead of having to specify its full location in order to run it.

Next step is the standard installation procedure as we can see it on Windows and Mac OS X, where it consists of selecting “Available packages” and “Android Repository” which provides you with packages of different Android API and Platform Tools revisions. Once the desired package/s is/are selected it’s enough to mark “Accept” followed with “Install”.

It is highly recommended to install “Android SDK Tools” and “Android SDK Platform-tools” and at least one API level, with Android 2.1 being used on 97% of Android devices.
Upon successful installation if ADB (Android Debug Bridge) requires to be restarted, answer affirmatively. This step completes the Android SDK installation.

**Eclipse ADT plug-in installation**

- In order to install eclipse ADT plug-in, it's first required to run Eclipse after which you go to “Help” > “Install New Software”

- On next window “Available Software” click the “Add” button and add following:

- Name: ADT Plug-in

  Location: https://dl-ssl.google.com/android/eclipse/

- Now back in “Available Software” window you should see “Developer Tools”, select it and proceed to next screen by clicking the “Next” button.

- In next window you'll see details in which Android DDMS, Android Development Tools, Android Hierarchy Viewer, Android Traceview will be installed, proceed by clicking the “Next” button.
• On Next screen in order to proceed you'll need to accept the license agreement.

• Next screen will lead you through packages installation and integration into Eclipse.

• Upon message about unsigned content (Google certificate) it's necessary to accept it and click on “Ok” button in order to proceed.

• Upon successful installation Eclipse Software Update dialog will encourage you to restart Eclipse in order to apply changes, restart in our case is required. Click “Yes” to restart.

• Eclipse ADT plug-in is now installed and integrated into Eclipse, however after Eclipse has been installed you'll be greeted with this dialog:

![Welcome to Android Development dialog](image)

*Figure 4: Screen we get after successful ADT plug-in installation*

• This is a fairly new additional to ADT plug-in after it has been installed, in past you had to manually select SDK location which means you'd have to install SDK itself
first. Now you're able to select option to “Install new SDK” or select to “Use existing SDKs” which is step we'll use in our case since we already had our Android SDK installed and set up.

- After locating where your “android-sdk-linux” is located click the “Next” button.

After this step, your Eclipse ADT Plug-in is successfully installed and setup, at which point you're ready to start developing your Android applications. This “tutorial” portrays what Android SDK installation procedure seems like on Debian and generally any other modern Linux distribution. Following a “tutorial” like this one may not be a problem for some, but is

*Figure 5: New features inside of Eclipse as result of successful ADT install*
it really necessary in order to be ready to start developing Android applications on your favorite Linux distribution?

Even besides all of this, this “tutorial” only covered installation of Android SDK and ADT Plug-in without installing full support for your mobile device, nor adding support for MTP which is also part of the “android-sdk-installer” application.

**Explain how this process differs on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux**

Even thought Windows and Mac OS X may seem as more friendly operating systems, installation of Android SDK along with Eclipse ADT plug-in doesn't differ so much from one on Linux, especially if we compare it to Mac OS X which is based on Darwin a project based on BSD, thus with both of them having common UNIX roots.

On Windows this procedure can be divided into surprisingly similar steps that we can see on Linux:

- Getting Android SDK package
- Extracting it and setting environment variable PATH to the location of SDK
- Setting it a environment variable PATH will do almost the same thing we see on Linux, where when command “android” or “emulator” is run in Windows Command Prompt will launch Android SDK Manager, or an Android Emulator.
- Installing JDK (Java Development Kit)
- Since JRE (Java Runtime Environment) won't be enough it'll be required to install JDK (Java Development Kit) which includes JRE.
- Install Eclipse
- Once JDK/JRE has been installed user will be able to install and run Eclipse
- Eclipse ADT Plug-in
This step is identical to one we saw on Linux

While we may say Windows and Linux Android SDK installation procedure is different, installation on Mac OS X is almost identical to one on Linux. Coming from the same Unix roots, updating PATH environment variable will be done in same manner it’s done on Linux, by updating ~/.bash_profile with default PATH variable.

- Eclipse and Java is obtained from their respected sites and installed in similar manner, while Eclipse ADT Plug-in is installed just as it’s installed on any of these platforms.
- Installing device support and getting it recognized by the system

Windows always had problems with device drivers, however luckily for Windows users drivers were usually issued by manufacturers and are installed in semi-automatic mode. Android devices should be automatically detected by the system, in case they are not even with the help with drivers from Android SDK you can always rely on Google USB Driver or in form of an OEM USB Drivers

Mac OS X users/developers can skip this part as their drivers are being automatically installed. Automatic device recognition is usually the case on Linux as well, and Linux user can usually skip this part as well, but in order to add full support for specific devices “udev” (Linux kernel device manager) rules need to be manually specified in order for device to be fully recognized.

- In these rules each device manufacturer is identified by a unique vendor ID, as specifiedATTR{idVendor} property.
- Example of one such rule for: Google Nexus S phone looks like:

  SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"
MODE in this case represents a read/write permissions the same way they are used in “chmod” (Unix command which tells users how much access they have to certain file) fashion.

OWNER represents a group to which a user has access to, or is part of. Interesting peculiarity regarding this is that many distributions (Red Hat based) have “usb” group while Debian derived distributions refer to that group as “plugdev”.

One can see to which groups he belongs by running “id” command in the terminal.

These rules are usually written in a filename called “51-android.rules” and placed in /etc/udev/rules.d/

They are given both read permissions for all users, groups and others (chmod a+r)

Part of “android-sdk-installer” application is to have function for user to automatically add these set of rules without user having to bother with any of it, instead of him having to manually edit udev rules, having to know his device USB vendor ID, or what each group is used for and so on.

However, after all of this has been said, even though Linux might have scored a lot of points in “complicated” category, it has one great benefit over its competitors which is its software repositories. Unlike Mac OS X or Windows where you have to get all the components “manually” from Eclipse to JDK in separate locations, from even separate mediums a big advantage of Linux ahead of these systems are its software repositories where all of this software can be downloaded and installed in click of a mouse.

Once “android-sdk-installer” is fully completed application it'll finds its place in these repositories and will be able to install all the needed components from a single place with single click of a mouse.
How the idea of an “android-sdk-installer” was born?

A perfect example could be Google's recent migration from USB mass storage protocol to the MTP (Media Transfer Protocol) with latest Android version 4.0 “Ice Cream Sandwich”. I was reading one of my colleagues article on “[How to] Connect your Android Ice Cream Sandwich Phone to Ubuntu for File Access” and I was mesmerized, not because of the quality of his article but rather because I previously did the same thing in order to get MTP enabled on my system and this article gave me ability to read and see the whole situation from another angle and in all honesty to see how complicated this whole process was.

However, this just came in as another piece of the puzzle as idea of having an “Android SDK” installer was present in my mind for some time, idea of having Android SDK along with Eclipse ADT Plug-in seamlessly integrated into Debian Linux. Peculiarities like this one, only extended my idea of this “installer” giving it extra features such as “add hardware device support for Android devices” and ability to “add MTP support (enables USB mass storage support on >= Android 4.0 ICS)”.

From a technical point of view, it was only extending current installer possibilities and adding couple of additional packages. Of course I'll explain process of my plans of integrating every component later on in chapters dedicated to that purpose. But generally speaking even though this idea was in my mind for a long time, this was probably the event that „sparked“ it the most and after which all the “pieces of puzzle” came in together.
What kind of advantage does this bring to Linux?

This will give an almost incomparable advantage to Linux ahead of its competitors Windows and Mac OS X, in “Explain how this process differs on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux” we saw that when it comes to complexity of this task Linux is not that much behind its competitors, from a given aspect and point of view it could even be in an advantage from a very start.

But advantage Linux has and which can be measured with its competitors is its platform architecture and with certain degree of knowledge put all these components together and make another application out of it which automatically takes care it all, from a user/developer all is required to do is give their input on few very simple prompts.

After release of one such installer, which I'm planning to release under one of the Open Source licenses will encourage developers coming for other platforms to come up with versions of same installer for Mac OS X and Windows, as frankly speaking with code as well as the documentation available for some of the prospective developers changes that need to be made in order to make it work on their platform are minimal.

In general I think one such installer will give Linux great advantage over other platforms when it comes to Android developers installing a simple package and straight after that being able to developer for their favorite platform without having to get their “hands dirty” or losing any of the valuable time in the process. Even if tomorrow the same package was delivered for other platforms, Linux's advantage over all of them would be that this package would be available online on one of its software repositories. In the end it would allow it to break all the “myths” of it being complicated and strictly developer/hacker oriented system.
Application Design and components function

Android is the biggest and fastest growing mobile operating system based on Linux, but even besides this fact support for devices running it as well as the development on this platform (Linux) is far from ideal. It's important to note that Linux is fully and officially supported, with Google and Open Handset Alliance providing all the necessary tools and necessary documentation.

However there's a gap in this whole process, gap which constrains users or/and developers to complete the installation process in a error free and semi-automated manner by selecting which component they would like to have installed and fully working with a single hit of a button.

Goal of this project is implementation of an installer which will install/setup selected components in semi-automated manner. Installer consists of few parts which are:

- Implementation and integration of Android SDK (Software Development Kit)
- Ability to install hardware device support for all Android devices
- Installation of ADT (Android Developers Tool) plug-in for Eclipse IDE
- Adding support for MTP (Media Transfer Protocol)

1. SDK – Android SDK (Software Development Kit) installer

Function of this component is to install Android SDK by making it available for all users on the system, besides bare installation, its function is also to configure and sets the path for the users so user can get Android SDK with a single affirmative answer given to the installer. This will allow users to run applications such as “android” (Android SDK
Manager), “emulator” (Android mobile device Emulator), “adb” (Android Debug Bridge) and rest of the tools and applications that are included with Android SDK package.

2. ADT – Installs ADT (Android Developers Tools) plug-in for Eclipse IDE

   Even with having SDK installed, what gives the Android developer the real power and ability to develop, build and deliver Android applications within an integrated environment is ADT (Android Developers Tools) plug-in for Eclipse IDE. This component is supposed to install the plug-in the shorter way, without user having to go through all the steps manually, what user sees is a single question while the installer should do the rest of the process without bothering user while doing it. As with SDK, plug-in will be configured and ready to use along with path link set to Android SDK location, ready to use out of box.

3. Driver – adds support/install drivers for certain mobile devices

   In one of the earlier chapters it was mentioned how for Linux and Mac OS X since they come from same background (Unix), installation of drivers is usually unnecessary step as they are automatically recognized and installed. Hardware device support for devices and manufacturers is implemented into the Kernel itself and thus they are automatically recognized. However, with so many different Android devices and manufacturers this isn't quite the case, and “udev” (Linux device manager) rules need to be adjusted in order for everything to function properly.

   - For Google devices one such rule would look like:
     
     `SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"`

   - while for Samsung devices same rule would be:
     
     `SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="04e8", MODE="0666",`
OWNER="plugdev"

- Sony Ericsson:

SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0fce", MODE="0666",
OWNER="plugdev"

and et cetera, what this component does is eliminates users need to fiddle and create udev rules, along with specific information that is required by his devices manufacturer, not to mention that every single of these attributes means something else and could possibly harm your system if not handled properly. That's why this installer allows the user to install support for his device by simply affirmatively answering the questions.

4. MTP – Adds MTP support

As mentioned it was shown and explained how difficult one such seemingly simple step can turn out to be, selection to install this component will take care of everything for the user automatically. Up until latest Android version Android v4.0 “Ice Cream Sandwich” your Android phone was connected to your computer using USB Mass Storage (UMS) so once connected your device would appear on your system just as your USB flash drive would appear.

This seemed to work on Linux and Windows without any problems or any additional installations, while on Mac you would use a “Android File Transfer”, however with latest Android version and their latest device Galaxy Nexus, Google decided to leave USB Mass Storage (UMS) over Media Transfer Protocol (MTP).

Google stated they are leaving UMS over MTP because up until Galaxy Nexus every Android device had two partitions, internal one where system files and installed applications
were stored and another partition which would server for your private data, such as photos, music, videos and other media. This second partition was usually used as USB mass storage device it was done this way because USB mass storage protocol is a block-level protocol, meaning that partition couldn't be mounted on two different systems at the same time. Simply said, in order to have one partition mounted on your computer you would have to unmount it from your phone first.

The problem with UMS was that your “internal storage” would fill up, while your “external” storage would have gigabytes of free space for storage of that same data, that's why in more recent versions of Android you had an option where you could move and/or store application data on your “external” storage.

What MTP offers is ability to have everything stored on a single partition, for example: partition wouldn't have to be unmounted from phone in order to be mounted on your computer meaning that most of the applications would be left in operational state while you're transferring your private media or other types of data.

On a long run this makes things much less complicated, user doesn't have to care about size of his internal or external partition as it's all getting sorted under one partition. Another “side affect” of this move is that Android can now use $\text{EXT}$ file system (which is also a default filesystem for most Linux distributions) instead of having to rely on $\text{FAT32}$ as a filesystem for the partition that was used as “USB massive storage”. Besides Galaxy Nexus, it's most likely that most manufacturers will adapt to this model as they adapt to the latest Android version.

Since Windows Vista MTP support is built in into the system, while Windows XP users need to install Windows Media Player 10 and higher in order to get support for MTP. Linux and Mac have software packages which provide these systems with MTP support.
However, to have MTP support installed on Linux, even though there are software packages that provide it with MTP support, whole process is much more than just installing packages and it also involves editing udev rules and configuring fuse (Filesystem in Userspace). Having this component will simplify this tiresome process into a single hit of a key.

**Define: “android-sdk-installer”**

Even with full support from Google for Android SDK and its great documentation, installation of SDK isn't completed in a error free nor automated manner. It's done through a “step by step” process with users/developers usually relying on various tutorials in order to achieve this goal. For thousands of new Linux users who are Android developers, meddling with Linux terminal and its internals on their first day in order to have their Android SDK working. Even for more experienced users this process doesn't sound too inviting, and this installer comes in to address those issues in most simple and automated manner.

“android-sdk-installer” is imagined as a utility which allows user to install and configure Android SDK, Eclipse ADT Plug-in, add hardware device support for the Android based devices as well as having features such as “install MTP support”, put in most simple jargon this is an application which allows you to install all the needed components in most simple manner so one can approach to development of Android applications within minutes.

Painful state of the installation procedure was perfectly portrayed in the beginning of the chapter in “State of Android SDK installation procedure on (Debian) Linux” and “Eclipse ADT plug-in installation” and please be aware that even though this is the very first version of “android-sdk-linux” all of the mentioned issues and the wanted components are implemented and working.
Please note, in following part I'll explain how certain issues and components were handled and will be solely referring to Appendix: android-sdk-installer. This installer is imagined to have a “waterfall” flow in which it checks the system state and/or presents the state of required tools and based on those parameters asks the user for his input in case action is required. At the same time all the steps are offered option to “Skip” to the next component as in case of running the installer again in order to reconfigure some of the components which weren't previously configured.

First part of the code is installer’s description, its copyright and license (Appendix: Lines 3-20). This is very important as this installer was written in bash which is available on all modern Linux distributions, tomorrow once it's publically published due to its license (GPL) developers from other Linux distributions will be able to use this code and tailor this installer to their own distributions needs which means it won't be solely restricted to Debian and its derivates but it will rather be available for all the distributions out there.

[Appendix: Lines 28-43] check if the user has “root” privileges otherwise the installer procedure cannot continue, this is due to the fact that almost every single one of these components and/or issues requires root privileges in order to address their resolution thus the reason installer won't be able to continue without same set or privileges. Sometime in future I'm planning to implement support for users with “regular” set of permissions to use the applications components which don’t require root privileges.

```
# Check if user has root privileges

Please run Android SDK Installer as root.

if [ -f SADT_RN ]
then
  echo "Installation aborted"
  exit
fi

Figure 6: reference to Appendix: Lines 28-43
```
[Appendix: line 45-91] addresses the issue of 64 bit architecture and dependencies it requires, this part requires more work which will be seen in future versions.

[Appendix: line 93-226] deals with process of doing any pre-cleaning if necessary and setting up the necessary environment that's required for our installer. In this stage, if any of the files which installer will use are found in the same directory (during component download) that component will automatically make a copy of the same file thus leading to errors. This is also planned to be addressed in one of the future versions of the installer, where in case one of the components are found in that same directory, installer will be able to use it.

[Appendix: Lines 228-268] in case /opt/android-sdk-linux directory already exist, installer will offer to make a copy of that directory as it will also ask for permissions to use that directory and overwrite it with new installation data. In case this directory doesn't exist installer will create it and give it right set of permissions for all system users to use.

[Appendix: Lines 272-315] in this step installer detects whether the directory where Android SDK Tools are stored is empty, if this is the case all of the system would be left without the “core” Android SDK tools such as android (Android SDK and AVD Manager), emulator (Android Emulator), ddms (Dalvik Debug Monitor) and et cetera. In case it is empty, installer will offer to download “Android SDK Starter Package” which contains all of the mentioned tools and install them.
Welcome to Android SDK Installer 0.1

The installer will guide you through the rest of the process.

Welcome to Android SDK Installer 0.1

The installer will guide you through the rest of the process.

Install Android SDK Starter Package?

Provides tools such as "android" (Android SDK and AVD Manager), "emulator" (Android Emulator), "ddms" (Dalvik Debug Monitor), et cetera ...


Install Android SDK Starter Package?

Provides tools such as "android" (Android SDK and AVD Manager), "emulator" (Android Emulator), "ddms" (Dalvik Debug Monitor), et cetera ...


Will now download the Android SDK Starter Package

HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 29731463 (28M) [application/x-tar] downloaded.
Saving to: /[application/x-tar]

93% [======================================] 27,814,332 815K/s eta 3s

Figure 7: reference to Appendix: Lines 272-315

Figure 8: “Android Starter Package” installation procedure
[Appendix: lines 318-380] in this step, installer offers to install latest Android SDK API Platform which supports all the latest features and to install Android API 2.1 which is supported on 97% phones and tablets. It's also important to note once the installer is finished, in case none of these platforms was installed “android” (Android SDK and AVD Manager) allows the user to install the mentioned API's as well as all the other API's to this date. In case they were installed they will be recognized to be in such state.

```
[ ] Figure 9: Installer offers to install the latest available Android API
```

```
[ ] Figure 10: Installer offers to install Android 2.1 API
```

[Appendix: lines 384-472] installer offers to install and configure PATH environmental variable which allows all the system users to run tools such as `android`, `emulator`, `ddms` and et cetera directly from their terminal. In one of the previous parts in
which installation state was compared to Windows and Mac OS X we'll clearly see what kind of advantage this gives even ahead of Windows in which this step has to be performed manually.

![Screenshot of Android SDK Installer](image1.png)

**Figure 11:** Installer offers to configure the PATH environmental variable

[Appendix: lines 474-533] installer handles the installation of Android ADT plug-in and Eclipse in case it hasn't been installed. However this components has the number 1 priority when it comes to installer future releases, where it is planned for this component to be installed in a form of a Eclipse plug-in rather than installing it by “brute force” which was the standard of plug-in installation up until Eclipse 3.3. However with Eclipse 3.8 release around the corner it is necessary to tailor this component to its present standards.

![Screenshot of ADT Plug-in Installation](image2.png)

**Figure 12:** Start of ADT Plug-in installation procedure
Figure 13: ADT Plug-in installation

[Appendix: Lines 535-722] in these 187 lines installer offers to install hardware device support for all the Android devices. It also covers many scenarios in which it also recognizes if such rules already exists, in final case it will add hardware support for all the devices in accordance to Google's latest “hardware devices list”.

Figure 14: reference to Appendix: Lines 535-722
[Appendix: Lines 724-782] installer adds Add MTP support which enables USB mass storage support on Android 4.0 and later, this component has number 2 priority position on future installer releases as at the time of writing this installer and paper I was not in possession of one such device (Google Galaxy Nexus) to test it out properly.

Figure 15: reference to Appendix: Lines 724-782

[Appendix: 784-914] as in the beginning of this process, installer will offer to clean up and remove any of the unnecessary files. Since files were created while using root permissions, even if user decides to skip installer will leave these files with right set of permissions for ordinary user to deal later on.

Figure 16: Reference to cleaning up process
[Appendix: Lines 918:921] installer prints out the final message and how the user can start the installer in case he needs to (re)configure something.

This part briefly explained some of the installer through its code, in future besides the number of planned features and options one of the bigger options that's planned is for the installer to get GUI support and be available in GUI.
Chapter 3

Which programming languages were used in creation of this application?

For installer script itself main programming/scripting language that was used is Bash (Unix command shell), while other components should mostly consist of Java and possibly some C++ and XML.

Whole application should be written as a mixture of Bash and features provided by APT. Application itself will be written in a single “android-sdk-linux” Bash script file which will included in part of “android-sdk-linux” Debian package. The script itself will have all instructions on how to operate once one of the components above has been selected, of course with help of files inside of debian/ directory manipulation of what needs to be done in combination with the script will be complete. For example, even though we can set dependencies in control file, these will also be set in script itself and will communicate with files within debian/ in order to make the package.

How was this platform chosen from technical stand point?

Besides Debian being one of the oldest and most influential distributions, another quality which makes Debian a top choice is its Advanced Packaging Tool (APT), which some refer to as one of its biggest and best features due to its speed, dependency control and of course its strict quality control in order to satisfy “Debian's Policy”.

There are many package management tools for various Linux distributions such and each one of them has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The most popular and most widely used ones are APT - (Advanced Packaging Tool [.deb]) and RPM (RPM Package Manager [.rpm]) mostly due to its quality and long history, and as well due to the most Linux distributions being based on those same packaging managers as well as being a derivatives of Debian and Red Hat and them being one of the oldest distributions.

That's why you can see APT being used in most popular distributions today such as Debian, Ubuntu and all its variants and Mint Linux while you can see RPM being used in distributions such as Red Hat, Fedora, CentOS, OpenSuse and Mageia (ex Mandriva, ex Mandrake).

RPM started out as a “Red Hat Package Manager” while today it's referred to as “RPM Package Manager”, however even due to its pedigree most of the time RPM is referred to as being notably slow compared to its competition, and its past was most notoriously known for a term called “RPM dependency hell” which resulted in included software packages version mismatching their dependency on specific version of other software packages. This problem was most active and can relate to early 2000's while today this problem has mainly been sorted out and dependencies are automatically sorted and fixed.

Contrary to RPM problem, our third oldest distribution of today, Slackware never had any “dependency hell” problems, mostly because its package manager (slackpkg) doesn't resolve dependencies between packages. Slackpkg will install the desired package (.tgz) and won't check for any software dependencies which usually resulted in application not being able to start forcing you to backtrack which library/ies was/were missing during its launch, in other words everything had to be done manually. Even getting the package itself, unlike APT and RPM you couldn't/can't get package from online repositories rather you have to get it from official sources (Slackware package website). Today there are package managers such as
slapt-get which take care of the repository and dependency problems, but are labeled as third party and are not officially supported.

Package managers of newer generations worth mentioning are Gentoo Linux “portage” and Arch Linux “pacman”.

Portage’s main and most distinctive feature is that once you selected a certain package to install, it will compile that software package from source before installing it, one such mechanism allows it very precise dependency tracking but the toll is taking is time that is required for a certain software package to be compiled from source, especially for some packages such as GNOME or LibreOffice which result in compilation time which is measured in days. However, die hard Gentoo fans will argue that their packages and their system runs faster than the pre-compiled package archives and package software we install on rest of the distributions, even though by some benchmarks this claim don't turn out as true.

Arch Linux “pacman” is capable of resolving dependencies and synchronizing package list and even automatically downloading and upgrading (all) packages by running a single command, but what makes it unique is structure of its packages which are compressed into tar archive containing metadata along with its files. Packages are exclusively built using Bash build scripts.

However with all of this said, APT seems to be a package manager with most features, option and with its dependency solving characteristics a truly most reliable and trustworthy solution. It's also worth noting that APT is even capable of handling RPM packages with tools such as “Alien” which allows converting and installing .rpm packages, it can even do the same for Slackware (.tgz) format files.
Tools like “apt-rpm-repository” even provide a feature of porting Debian APT to RPM package formats and creating an APT RPM repository all so RPM based system can be maintained using APT while the repository (APT) itself resides on Debian system.

Even Gentoo diehard fans can be silenced with tool such as “apt-gentoo” which makes Debian fully compatible with these new source-based distributions. With this tool packages can be installed in same way they are installed on Gentoo, where packages are downloaded, their build logs are read and then building process is simulated on their local machine.

Besides numerous features and options APT provides seamless dependency resolution through checking and syncing with online repositories, it does this by relying on /etc/apt/source.list where online software repositories are defined. APT pinning allows user to download and install packages from other distributions again with seamless dependency resolution, for example: testing user wants to install package which is available in experimental repository, this can simply be done by issuing:

```
apt-get -t experimental install package-name
```

There are many other APT features which won't be mentioned due to the scope of this paper.

**Standard application installation procedure on Linux**

Usual way of installing an application on your Linux system without help of package manager is a process which is also known as “compiling and installing from source”. Please note that this procedure can greatly vary from application to its type and numerous other factors, first step is to download the program (usually in compressed format) extract it and into the newly created directory. It also may be worth mentioning that besides Linux this
process is same on any Unix blend, tools involved in this process is GNU Build System also known as Autotools.

It is then necessary to invoke ./configure, this script checks your system libraries and sorts out dependencies that are required in order to build your application. Depending on the application and way that application relates to certain library, but this script will usually either show which dependencies are not satisfied and will continue with the process in case these dependencies aren't mandatory, in case they are your application installation process will stop. Main purpose and job of ./configure script is to build and create a “Makefile” which is necessary file during the installation process as it checks and test configure script to see if all necessary steps and tasks are taken and satisfied in order to compile the software itself.

Upon successful completion make is run which automatically builds and compiles all programs code along with its libraries from source code and creates the executable, at this step utility usually doesn't complain about missing dependencies and if there is a sequence it can't go through it'll just break the whole compilation process. Upon successful completion you're ready to install the newly generated executable file/s.

make install is last step which is usually required to be run by a root user. In this step executable files (which were made in make process) are put in developer pre-defined directories in order for them to be successfully executed, this involved make script finding install within Makefile. This “final destination” directory is usually a /usr/bin so the application is allowed to be run by all users on system, but as previously noted this process can greatly vary by application that is being installed.

This installation procedure can greatly vary on different build systems as well applications written in different programming languages, and usually result in many errors and other sort of problems depending from platform to platform. Thus I believe this process
perfectly portrays a job Linux package management system does and to what degree it simplifies and makes installation/removal/upgrade procedure easier and more convenient.

**Application creation and installation in Debian**

Usual way of application packaging procedure in Debian consists of getting the right set of development scripts, which can all be found in package named “*devscripts*”. Step that usually follows is getting source of upstream program usually found in compressed (tar) format, creating an appropriate environment for the package creation after which *dh_make* is run which prepares original source archive for Debian packaging.

After running “*dh_make*” directory “*debian/*” will be as created in which we’ll find many files, rest and all of Debian packaging process will take place within this directory. Most important files and files that are required in order for package to be built are:

- **control** - meta data about package such as its description, architecture it supports, package dependencies, package author and et cetera.

- **changelog** - packages changes history, also worth mentioning is when package is first created, it's specified to which distribution repository its targeting. Also if bug number or (ITP) is labeled that bug is marked for closing. As once uploaded labeled bugs will be automatically marked as fixed in Debian bug tracking system.

- **rules** - this file is what actually creates the package and could be labeled as another “*Makefile*”. Data inside of this file defines how the package will be made, also out of all files in *debian/* this is the only one that's marked as executive.

- **copyright** - file contains copyright and license information for the particular (upstream) package.
Besides these, there are many (optional) files which will be used in case of “android-sdk-installer” package whose function will be described later on. Once we're done setting up files inside of debian/ we're ready to built and test our package. This can be done many ways, with the simplest one being:

`dpkg-buildpackage -us -uc`

`dpkg-buildpackage` command itself builds the package, while arguments “-us” and “-uc” mean do not sign the source package nor the .changes file respectably. While this description itself might bring a lot of ambiguity on what each thing is (.changes or what does signing even mean?) this will be explained more in next chapter where implementation of package is described in more detail.

During this package building process, package goes through pretty much the same instruction set we saw in “Standard installation procedure” + it models it to fit Debian APT set. If there are problems during compilation you yourself will need to install the necessary build dependencies and libraries for that package, however upon success built final result is “package_name.deb”.

This package can be installed locally using “dpkg” (`dpkg -i package_name.deb`) tool which is standard Debian package manager, or using graphical installers such as “gdebi” by clicking on the .deb file name. Upon installation package will suggest required and optional (suggested) dependencies, these are installed by simply affirmatively answering on that prompt.

Please note that procedure explained above is most basic and simplest way to explain Debian package creation, there are numerous way to create package using different tools such as “debuild” or “git-buildpackage” and et cetera. “android-sdk-installer” will have much
different and complicated structure then displayed here, which will be seen and available in
written form upon its final code release

Application implementation into Debian repository sources

In order to upload your package to one of Debian distribution software repositories
you have to satisfy some of the Debian policy requests. First of all you as a future maintainer
or perhaps even a developer you must generate and take care of your PGP key, you'll use this
key in order to sign your package and/or the changes you made to current package. Since all
of the work in and on Debian is done remotely, PGP key is used as form of identification and
trust among developers. “Key signing” events are usually held at conferences such as
DebConf where developers can exchange their key numbers and with proper form of
identification sign them.

Of course, after your package has been made and is even working perfectly, that
doesn't mean that it complies with Debian's strict policy requirements, thus after creation
before it's uploaded package needs to pass all “lintian” errors and even warnings. “lintian” is
a very powerful package analysis tool which is used for this purpose after package creation.
For example you can even run package creation, lintian checkup and do its signing with tools
such as “debuild” which do this by default.

After your package is created and working properly, has passed “lintian” tests and is
signed with your PGP key it's a valid candidate to enter Debian software repositories. Until
you get a status of a Debian Developer, you'll most likely want to submit your package using
“Debian Mentors” website. This website allows you to upload your packages to Debian
distribution software repositories, with additional help from current Debian developers which
will guide you through the process or will suggest how to do some of the things you did in your package in a different manner.
Conclusion

In this paper we're greeted with extensive overview of an Android, its SDK, its tools and its state in today's three most popular and used operating systems. Reader is also introduced to what Debian Linux is, and its development model and making a distinction between these two at first similar or even same systems, of course meaning they are both purely Linux based platforms. Yet, due to their licensing model and freedom it allows this could give a great glimpse what you're able to do with these systems if you have right vision, and of course due to its open model how simple it is to achieve this goal.

Of course, idea of “android-sdk-installer” is introduced, and it can perfectly be used to portray the idea that was emphasized in previous paragraphs. It is with power behind the open source idea and community that one such application can even gain advantage over operating systems that are annually fueled with billions of dollars of revenue. However, let that idea not stray you from the original topic this paper introduces which is how to create one such application within Debian Linux, why and how to target which Linux distribution you want your application to work on and to explain whole process of doing so.

In final conclusion this paper should provide the reader with many aspects, from market analysis to problem realization. Through proposition of its solution to detailed creation of the application and its implementation, this in its final form should give a perfect example on how entire community and technology world can benefit from one such idea. On broader scale this topic doesn't just limit on Linux but rather how one such tool with empowered by GPL 2+ license can even provide other operating systems with opportunity to implement same solutions in order to fix its flaws. In general result of this paper besides showing the way from creation of an idea to its implementation, now only how (Debian) Linux can also benefit
even its competitors using Open model and improving technology as a field in general, rather than just a strictly targeted platform.
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Appendix: android-sdk-installer

1. #!/bin/bash -e
2. #
3. # android-sdk-installer - Utility to automatically install and configure Android
4. # SDK, Eclipse ADT Plugin, add hardware support for devices as well as add MTP
5. # support.
6. #
7. # Copyright © 2012 Adnan Hodzic <adnan@foolcontrol.org>
8. #
9. # This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
10. # it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
11. # the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
12. # (at your option) any later version.
13. #
14. # This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
15. # but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
16. # MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
17. # GNU General Public License for more details.
18. #
19. # You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
20. # along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
21. #
22. ASI="Android SDK Installer"
23. #
24. ASI_VERSION="0.1"
25. #
26. DIV="\n---------------------------------------------------------------\n"
27. #
28. # Check if user is root or not
29. #
30. ROOT_UID=0
31. if [ "$UID" -ne "$ROOT_UID" ]
32. then
33.   echo -e $DIV
34.   echo -e "Please run $ASI as root."
35.   \n(i.e: sudo android-sdk-installer)
36.   \nInstallation aborted"
37.   echo -e $DIV
38.   exit 1
39. else
40.   echo -e $DIV
41.   echo -e "Welcome to $ASI $ASI_VERSION
42.   \nThe installer will guide you through the rest of the process."
43. fi
44. #
45. # Detect architecture, if x86_64 install its dependencies
ARCH="$(uname -m)"

PACKAGE=ia32-libs

#PACKAGE=ia32-libs

# "PACKAGE=ia32-libs" needs to be perfected, due to package name (ia32-libs)
# because of hyphen (-) in its name results aren’t accurate and will report it’s
# installed even when it’s not

if [ "$(dpkg-architecture -qDEB_BUILD_ARCH)" == "amd64" ]
then
  if dpkg -s "$PACKAGE" 2>/dev/null 1>/dev/null
  then
    echo -e $DIV
    echo -e "\nARCH architecture detected and its dependencies are satisfied\n"
  else
    echo -e $DIV
  fi
read -p "You're running $ARCH architecture, there are dependencies
($PACKAGE) which are not present on your system? Install?
(Y)es, (N)o, (S)kip: " response

case $response in
  [Yy]*
  echo -e "\nOkay, will now install $PACKAGE\n"
  apt-get install $PACKAGE
  ;;
  [Nn]*
  echo -e "\nPlease install $PACKAGE manually"
  ;;
  [Ss]*
  *
  echo "Wrong value: installaton aborted."
  exit 1;;
esac

esac
fi
fi

# Pre-cleaning process
if [ -f $SDK_R18 ]
 then
 echo -e $DIV
 read -p "Installer found "$SDK_R18" file which might defect rest of the installation process, remove?"
 case $response in
 [Yy]* )
 rm -f $SDK_R18 2>/dev/null
 ;;
 [Nn]* )
 chmod 666 $SDK_R18
 ;;
 [Ss]* )
 chmod 666 $SDK_R18
 ;;
 * )
 echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
 exit 1
 ;;
 esac
 fi
 if [ -f $SDK_15 ]
 then
 echo -e $DIV
 read -p "Installer found "$SDK_15" file which might defect rest of the installation process, remove?"
case $response in
    [Yy]* )
        rm -f $SDK_15 2>/dev/null
        ;;
    [Nn]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_15
        ;;
    [Ss]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_15
        ;;
    * )
        echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
        exit 1
        ;;
esac
fi

if [ -f $SDK_21 ]
then
    echo -e $DIV
    read -p "Installer found "$SDK_21" file which might defect rest of the installation process, remove?"
    case $response in
        [Yy]* )
            rm -f $SDK_21 2>/dev/null
            ;;
        [Nn]* )
            chmod 666 $SDK_21
            ;;
        [Ss]* )
            chmod 666 $SDK_21
            ;;
        * )
            echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
exit 1

esac
fi

if [ -f $ADT_RM ]
then
  echo -e $DIV
  read -p "Installer found "$ADT_RM" file which might defect rest of the installation process, remove? [Y]es, [N]o, [S]kip :" response
case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    rm -f $ADT_RM 2>/dev/null
    ;;
  [Nn]* )
    chmod 666 $ADT_RM
    ;;
  [Ss]* )
    chmod 666 $ADT_RM
    ;;
  * )
    echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1
    ;;
esac
fi

# Is there a /opt/android-sdk-linux directory?
DIRECTORY=/opt/android-sdk-linux

if [ -d "$DIRECTORY" ]
then
  echo -e $DIV
  read -p "Directory "$DIRECTORY" already exists."
Installer will overwrite this directory with new installation data, backup will be stored in "DIRECTORY.sdk.bak", continue?


```
case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    # backup and/or remove existing /opt/android-sdk-linux directory
    cp -R $DIRECTORY $DIRECTORY.sdk.bak
    rm -Rf $DIRECTORY 2>/dev/null
  
  [Nn]* )
    echo -e "Can't continue without access to "$DIRECTORY" directory"
    exit 1
  
  [Ss]* )
  * )
    echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1
  
esac
```

else
  mkdir $DIRECTORY
  chmod 755 -R $DIRECTORY
fi

```
echo -e "$DIV

# Check if SDK/Tools directory is empty
```

```
if [ -z "$TOOL" ]
  then
    echo -e "Android SDK Tools seem to be present, moving forward"
  else
```

Provides tools such as "android" (Android SDK and AVD Manager),
"emulator" (Android Emulator), "ddms" (Dalvik Debug Monitor), et cetera ...


case $response in
  [Yy]*
    echo -e "Will now download the $STARTER"
    wget http://dl.google.com/android/android-sdk_r18-linux.tgz
    tar -xzvf android-sdk_r18-linux.tgz -C /opt/
  echo -e "$STARTER successfully installed"
;;
  [Nn]*
    echo -e "Installation aborted:
    Can't continue without Android Tools!"
    exit 1
;;
  [Ss]*
    echo -e "Reluctantly skipping over this step"
;;
* ) echo "Wrong value: installaton aborted."
  exit 1
;;
esac
fi

echo -e $DIV

# Install latest Android API?

LATEST_REV="4.0.3 API 15, revision 3"
LATEST_REV_URL=http://dl.google.com/android/repository/android-15_r03.zip
read -p "Install latest Android API $LATEST_REV?" (supports all the latest features)

case $response in
  [Yy]*
    # Download latest Android SDK
    echo -e "Will now download $LATEST_REV"
    wget $LATEST_REV_URL
unzip android-15_r03.zip -d /opt/android-sdk-linux/platforms

echo -e "nSuccessfully installed Android API $LATEST_REV"

[NN]*
    echo -e "Android $LATEST_REV did NOT install
"

[Ss]*

* ) echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1

esac

echo -e "$DIV

CLASSIC_REV="2.1, revision 03"
CLASSIC_REV_URL=http://dl.google.com/android/repository/android-2.1_r03-linux.zip

read -p "Install Android API $CLASSIC_REV? (supported by ~97% phones and tablets)"

[Yes, [N]o, [S]kip: "$response

    case $response in

    [Yy]*
        # Download Android 2.1 SDK
        echo -e "nWill now download $CLASSIC_REV\n"
        wget $CLASSIC_REV_URL
        # ako nema android-sdk-linux/platforms moras napravit?
        unzip android-2.1_r03-linux.zip -d /opt/android-sdk-linux/platforms
        echo -e "nSuccessfully installed Android API $CLASSIC_VERSION"

    [Nn]*
        echo -e "Android $CLASSIC_REV did NOT install\n"

    [Ss]*

    * ) echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1

esac
echo -e "$DIV"

# Configure PATH environmental variable
PATH=/etc/profile.d/android-sdk.sh

read -p "Configure PATH environmental variable?"

Will allow you to run tools such as "android" (Android SDK and AVD Manager), "emulator" (Android Emulator), "ddms" (Dalvik Debug Monitor) directly from Terminal.


case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    if [ -f $PATHV ]
      then
        read -p "An existing "$PATHV" file has been detected in "/etc/profile.d/"
        Installer will overwrite this file, backup will be made and stored in "$PATHV.sdk.bak"
 Continue? 


  case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    # Backup and remove current android-sdk.sh file
    cp -f $PATHV $PATHV.sdk.bak
    rm -f $PATHV 2>/dev/null
    ;;

  [Nn]* )
    echo -e "\PATH environmental variable was NOT configured, Goodbye"
    exit 1
    ;;

  [Ss]* ) ;;

  * )
echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
exit 1
; esac
else
  touch $PATH
  chmod 644 $PATH
fi

# Create android-sdk.sh file

echo -n '#!/bin/bash -e
# PATH for Android SDK
PATH="/opt/android-sdk-linux/tools:/opt/android-sdk-linux/platforms:$PATH"
>
PATH

export PATH="/opt/android-sdk-linux/tools:/opt/android-sdk-linux/platforms:$PATH"

# apply PATH without user having to log out
chmod -R 755 $DIRECTORY

# in future add "sed" here in order to avoid repetitive code

echo -e "$PATH successfully added and configured."

[\!n]*
  echo -e "$Won't continue without configuring PATH environmental variable"
  exit 1

[\!s]*

* )
  echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
  exit 1

esac

[\!n] \n
# Eclipse and Android ADT plugin installation

echo -e "$DIV

# Eclipse and Android ADT plugin installation

echo "$DIV

# Eclipse and Android ADT plugin installation

echo "$DIV
case $response in
  [Yy]*
    PACKAGE=Eclipse
    if dpkg -s "$PACKAGE" 2>/dev/null 1>/dev/null
      then
        echo -e "\n$PACKAGE is installed.\nWill now download Eclipse ADT Plugin\n"
        wget http://dl.google.com/android/ADT-18.0.0.zip
        unzip ADT-18.0.0.zip -d /tmp/
        cp /tmp/features/*/*.jar /usr/share/eclipse/features/
        cp /tmp/plugins/*/*.jar /usr/share/eclipse/plugins/
        # see what to do with rest of the files web/ index.html & site.xml
      else
        read -p "$PACKAGE IDE is NOT installed, would you like to install it? [Y]es, [N]o, [S]kip :" response
        case $response in
          [Yy]*
            apt-get install eclipse
            echo -e "\nOkay, will now download Eclipse ADT Plugin\n"
            wget http://dl.google.com/android/ADT-18.0.0.zip
            unzip ADT-18.0.0.zip -d /tmp/
            cp /tmp/features/*/*.jar /usr/share/eclipse/features/
            cp /tmp/plugins/*/*.jar /usr/share/eclipse/plugins/
            # see what to do with rest of the files web/ index.html & site.xml
            ;;
          [Nn]*
            echo -e "\nADT Plugin can't be installed without $PACKAGE IDE"
            exit 1
            ;;
          [Ss]*
            ;;
          esac
        esac
      esac
  esac
* )
  echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
  exit 1
  ;;
  esac
  fi
  esac
  echo -e $DIV

# Adds Hardware Device support by adding udev rules
RULES=/etc/udev/rules.d/51-android.rules
read -p "Add hardware support for your Android devices? 

  case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    echo "Adding hardware support"
    ;;
  [Nn]* )
    echo "Hardware support was NOT added"
    ;;
  [Ss]* ) ;;
  * )
    echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1
    ;;
  esac

  # Check if the "rules" file already exists
  if [ ! -f $RULES ];
  then
    read -p "An existing "51-android.rules" file has been detected in "/etc/udev/rules.d/"
    Installer will overwrite this file, backup will be made and stored in
    "$RULES.sdk.bak"

```bash
CASE $response in
  [Yy]* )
    # backup and remove current 51-android.rules file
    cp -f $RULES $RULES.sdk.bak
    rm -f $RULES 2>/dev/null
    ;;
  [Nn]* )
    echo "Installer did NOT add hardware support, Goodbye"
    exit 1
  [Ss]* ) ;;
  * )
    echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
    exit 1
    ;;
esac
```

```bash
else
  # create rules files and give it proper permissions
  touch $RULES
  chmod 644 $RULES
fi
```

```bash
# add new 51-android.rules file
echo -n '# udev rules which add hardware device support on Linux
# "Using Hardware devices"
# (http://developer.android.com/guide/developing/device.html)
# List last updated: May 9, 2012
# Acer
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}"0502", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"
# ASUS
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}"0b05", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"
# Dell
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}"413c", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"
```
# Foxconn
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0489", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Fujitsu
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="04c5", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Fujitsu Toshiba
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="04c5", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Garmin-Asus
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="091e", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Google
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="18d1", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Hisense
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="109b", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# HTC
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0bb4", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Huawei
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="12d1", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# K-Touch
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="24e3", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# KT Tech
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="2116", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Kyocera
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0482", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Lenovo
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="17ef", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# LG
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="1004", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Motorola
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="22b8", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# NEC
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="0409", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Nook
SUBSYSTEM=="usb", ATTR{idVendor}=="2080", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"
# Nvidia
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="0955", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# OTGV
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="2257", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Pantech
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="10a9", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Pegatron
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="1d4d", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Philips
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="0471", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# PMC-Sierra
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="04da", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Qualcomm
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="05c6", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# SK Telesys
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="1f53", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Samsung
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="04e8", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Sharp
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="04dd", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Sony
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="054c", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Sony Ericsson
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="0fce", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Teleepoch
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="2340", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# Toshiba
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="0930", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

# ZTE
SUBSYSTEM="usb", ATTR{idVendor}="19d2", MODE="0666", OWNER="plugdev"

' > $RULES

# in future add "sed" in order to avoid repetitive code
# provide all groups, users and others with read permissions for this file
chmod a+r $RULES

echo -e "\nHardware device support successfully installed"

echo -e $DIV

# add MTP support

read -p "Add MTP support? (enables USB mass storage support on Android >= 4.0)

case $response in
  [Yy]* )
    PACKAGE=mtpfs
    if [ ! dpkg -s "$PACKAGE" 2>/dev/null 1>/dev/null ]
      then
        echo -e "\nIt seems you have all the needed packages installed"
    else
      read -p " Packages seem to be missing, install required packages?
      [Y]es, [N]o :" response
case $response in
        [Yy]* )
          apt-get install mtp-tools mtpfs
          ;;
        [Nn]* )
          echo "Did not install MTP support"
          # exit 1
          ;;
        * )
          echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
          exit 1
          ;;
      esac
      esac
    esac
  esac

esac

echo -e "\nMTP support successfully installed"
# in future add device name to /media dir
# fix permissions and add user to fuse group
# edit fuse.conf and .bashrc

fi

;;

[Un]* }

echo "Did NOT enable MTP support"

exit 1

;;

[Ss]* ) ;;

*

} }

echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."

exit 1

;;

esac

# clean up

SDK_R18="android-sdk_r18-linux.tgz"

SDK_15="android-15_r03.zip"

SDK_21="android-2.1_r03-linux.zip"

ADT_RM="ADT-18.0.0.zip"

if [ -f $SDK_R18 ]

then

echo -e $DIV

read -p "Installer left \"$SDK_R18\" file, would you like to remove it?"


case $response in

[Yy]* )

rm -f $SDK_R18 2>/dev/null

;;

[NN]* )

chmod 666 $SDK_R18

;;

[Ss]* )
chmod 666 $SDK_R18

if [ -f $SDK_15 ]
then
    echo "Installer found "$SDK_15" file which might defect rest of the installation process, remove?

    case $response in
    [Yy]* )
        rm -f $SDK_15 2>/dev/null
        ;;
    [Nn]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_15
        ;;
    [Ss]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_15
        ;;
    * )
        echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
        exit 1
        ;;
    esac
else
    fi

if [ -f $SDK_21 ]
then
    echo -e $DIV
```bash
read -p "Installer left "SDK_21" file, would you like to remove it? [Y][N][S]:" response

case $response in
    [Yy]* )
        rm -f $SDK_21 >/dev/null
        ;;
    [Nn]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_21
        ;;
    [Ss]* )
        chmod 666 $SDK_21
        ;;
    * )
        echo "Wrong value: installation aborted."
        exit 1
        ;;
esac
fi

if [-f ADT_RM]
then
    echo -e $DIV
    read -p "Installer left ADT_RM file, would you like to remove it? [Y][N][S]:" response
    case $response in
        [Yy]* )
            rm -f ADT_RM >/dev/null
            ;;
        [Nn]* )
            chmod 666 ADT_RM
            ;;
        [Ss]* )
            chmod 666 ADT_RM
            ;;
    esac
fi
```
* 
    echo "Wrong value: installaton aborted."
    exit 1
    ;;

esac

fi

echo -e "$DIV"

echo -e "Installation complete. Feel free to run \"android-sdkinstaller\" at any
time to (re)configure.\n\nEnjoy!\n"

exit 0